MAKE YOUR OWN DALE PUPPET
Bring your Dale Puppet to life to help with your basketball skills and dance moves!

SUPPLIES:
- Brown Paper Bag (Lunch Bag)
- Scissors
- Glue
- Dale Puppet Pieces (*see next page)
- Markers, Crayons, or Colored Pencils (optional)

DIRECTIONS:
1. Print out the Dale puppet pieces (see next pages). You can either print them out in color, or in black and white if you want to color them in yourself!
2. Cut out all the Dale puppet pieces
3. Turn the brown paper bag upside-down so that the bottom of the bag is facing up.
4. Glue Dale’s head centered onto the bottom of the bag flap so that his beak is slightly hanging off the flap.
5. Glue Dale’s body centered onto the paper bag below his head. Line his body up with his beak/chin.
6. Glue Dale’s wings/arms to the sides of the bag, lined up with his jersey.
7. Add Dale’s speech bubbles or fill out your own!
8. Your puppet is done! Share your puppets on social media by tagging @longislandnets/@flywithdale